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The true nature of wood

Le bois, un goût de nature

With the prestigious Phase collection, a masterpiece
of cabinet-making by Standard Desk, the famous
manufacturer that is now part of our group, Artopex
is again expanding its line of products.
The finest natural veneers from cultivated wood
species, modern design, exclusive lines, sturdy
construction, and superb finishes... This is what
you'll find in every piece of this wood furniture
collection.

Design, elegance, quality...
But, especially, ample work surfaces
and the optimal use of vertical space
when floor space is limited.

Finish : classic cherry

Phase One
Phase One is principally distinguished from its
sister series, Phase Two, by its remarkably thick
tops (1-9/16" - 40 mm) and its choice of eight
different edges. The result: a cachet that is
absolutely unique!
Add to that the option of flush or overhang
surfaces, laid directly on their bases or raised
on metal posts, a choice of modesty panels,
wood or glass doors, drawer pulls, storage
modules... All of which comes together for a
total package that exudes refined elegance,
bold design and exceptional practicality.

Design Notes

With Phase – touch wood – you will feel the

A touch of supreme elegance with
the matching meeting table, optional
floating surfaces, and a wide choice
of storage modules put right down on
surfaces, that's Phase One...

difference!
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The true nature of wood

Phase Two
The Phase Two series has all the design, the features,
the elegance and the practicality of Phase One... but at
a more moderate price. The difference is a slightly thinner
top (13/16" - 30 mm) and a choice of three edges adapted
to this thickness.
But don't choose Phase Two just for the price: choose it
for its visually more delicate lines, for its streamlined tables
and workstations, for its proportions which are better
suited to smaller offices... That's why Artopex offers you
this option. Phase Two is not less; it is much more, for a
little less.
With the Phase collection, there are no constraints, no
limits on your designer’s creativity, there are only solutions
to all of your interior design projects.

Finish: espresso walnut

Design Notes
Stored, but within reach, stored but on
display, stored but hidden, filed, findable...
Artopex offers an ideal solution for every
style and every problem.
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Finishes

natural oak

WK00

mellow oak

WK09

harvest oak

WK10

mahogany finish
on oak

WK12

ebonized oak

WK38

natural cherry

WC85

light cherry

WC80

medium cherry

WC82

classic cherry

WC83

dark cherry

WC84

imperial walnut

WW14

burgundy walnut WW37

mahogany finish WW36
on walnut

espresso walnut WW16

ebonized walnut WW20

Classic or modern, bold or very
traditional, the choice is all yours.
But it's always real wood, naturally!
natural maple

WM78

Phase One

bronze maple

WM72

ruby maple

WM74

Phase One
Finish : natural maple

Phase Two (tops 1

3/16”

(tops 19/16” thick)
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Drawer Pulls

thick)

X

bar

contemporary

waterfall

traditional

button

Whether you prefer the rigour of right angles or the softness of curves,

Even with the thinner tops of Phase Two,

From sophisticated to classic, order the handles and drawer pulls

the sophistication of a Mayan pyramid or the play of light on a fluted edge:

you still have the choice of one of these

of your choice in black or silver. Note that the Traditional pull is

Phase One's thick top allows eight optional edges.

elegant solid wood edges.

available in antique bronze.
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